**TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #251**

**SEC. 3 T 15 S R 9 W., WM.**

**HISTORICAL MAPS**
- MAP A-1156: W.S. Cookes survey Jacobs Estate
- MAP A-157: Tract
- MAP A-299: J.L. Shreve 1916
- MAP B-365: W.A. Fitchham survey Nielsen property
- MAP B-10: Survey for BEALS
- MAP B-105: J.W. Cookes 1920 survey Bays Farm
- MAP F-40-150: J.C. Smith 1920
- MAP A-1374: J.L. Cartich 1966

**Corner Book #1 Corner Number 66 by:**
Stan Skinner/Gale Arthur

**CONDITION FOUND:**
- **Rusting & Flaking:**
  - 2" Iron Pipe 4" below surface located southwesterly of billboard.
- **Good:**
  - 4" x 4" x 48" White Post south of 7531 South 1st feet
  - 2" Iron Pipe in R/W fence EAST 49.10
  - 36" Hat section South 0° 90' feet

**COMMENTS:**
- OSH R/W Pin #350+00 \( N49°11'11" E 640.11 \)
- OSH R/W Pin #340+00 \( N49°51'13" E 360.85 \)

---

**REWITNESS**

1 SET 1/4" Iron Bar with 3" Brass Cap

96 Hat Section
S. 31th South 0° 90'

**NEW ACCESSORY:**
- Set Brass Cap in 8" Tile and cement

**COMMENTS:** Replaced previous yellow tag on hat section set by Gale Arthur in 1968, with a new up to date yellow tag.

**IN THE PRESENCE OF:**
- George Urrey
- GALE Arthur
  - Roger Knappel

**DATE:** Sept. 1970

**PHOTO:**

**TITLE:**

+= County corner tag affixed.